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3567. Williams (J. E. Caerwyn): Kenneth Hurlstone Jackson.

3568. Ahlqvist (Anders): The three parts of speech of bardic grammar.

20 endorsements dating from 1617 to 1625, from MacLeod of Dunvegan papers; with English translation.

ad H. Wagner, in FS Pokorny, pp. 289–314 (BILL: 2986), and in Indo-Germanisch und Keltisch, pp. 204–235.


3572. Dunville (David N.): The conclusion of Fingal Rónán.
ad ll. 245–251 (as ed. by D. Greene 1955).

4 qqq., reconstructed from the Book of the Dean of Lismore. With English translation and notes.

3574. Greene (David): Perfect and passive in Eastern and Western Gaelic.
On the use of the syntagm iar¹+VN to create periphrastic tenses.

   From TCD H 3. 18, with English translation and notes. Cf. Best 2.

3577. Ifans (Dafydd), Thomson (R. L.): Edward Lhuyd’s *Geirieu Manaweg.*
   A Manx vocabulary, from MS NLW 13234A.

3578. Meid (Wolfgang): Über konträre Bedeutung; Bemerkungen zum sogenannten ‘Gegensinn’.
   Discusses examples from the Irish legal language: *geis, smacht, diguin.*


3580. Ó Cuív (Brian): Some versions of the sixth petition in the *Pater Noster.*
   Ir. *ná lig sinn i gcathá*, etc.

3581. Ó Dochartaigh (Cathair): A minor Irish isogloss.
   Examines the distribution of the varieties of /r/ after a labial consonant in north Connacht dialects.

3582. Oftedal (Magne): *Truíseil.*

3583. Quin (E. G.): Nasalization of *g- b- d-* in Early Irish.
   Studies the spelling of nasalization after the accusative sg. masc. and fem. of the article and after the interrogative particle.

3584. Williams (J. E. Caerwyn): Posidonius’ Celtic parasites.


3586. Morgan (Sylvia): Roparz Hemon.

3587. Dunnville (David N.): Kathleen Winifred Hughes.